For Corporate Development

Knowledge for Your
Growth Strategy
As a corporate development officer, having access to the right information at the right time can mean
the difference between a successful deal and an M&A failure. Our comprehensive data and powerful
screening capabilities let you access the insights you need—quickly—to achieve your growth
objectives.

Identify Deals

Monitor Markets

-- Create a list of targets by screening on both qualitative
and quantitative criteria, including sub-sector, size, industry
keywords, and location

-- Use our Alert tool to track events and key developments
for target economies, sectors, industries, and their
constituents

-- Filter for independent or sponsor-backed private
companies, key developments, and companies with selfreported financials

-- Access market-moving news, including private company
transactions, corporate actions, product
announcements, potential red flags, and M&A
transactions with our Key Developments data

-- Access comparable company lists using our Quick Comps tool
-- Get email alerts when new targets become available
-- Identify key people and companies and access significant
corporate events and financials directly through Salesforce

Conduct Valuations

-- View recent M&A activities, private placements, and equity/
debt offerings with our Transaction data

Gain Deep Insight with Standardized,
Sector-Specific Metrics

-- View multiples, valuations, and pricing for M&A transactions

Global Financial Institutions

-- Access an extensive set of prebuilt model templates such
as discounted cash flow (DCF), weighted average cost of
capital (WACC), equity/transaction comps, and company
Tear Sheets

Banking data for 47,000+ financial institutions across the globe.

-- Uncover potential targets/opportunities and use analyst
forecasts to evaluate companies with our Investment
Research tool
-- Build sophisticated financial models dynamically in the
Excel Plug-in linked to the comprehensive data and
content to help you analyze targeting companies

Uncover Relationships and Opportunities
-- Screen public and private companies globally to find new
opportunities of growth
-- Analyze new strategic markets with detailed research and
presentations from industry leaders
-- Benchmark industry segments, financial metrics,
and growth estimates to find strategic opportunities

U.S. Energy
Detailed coverage of 11,500+ power plants and 100+ pipelines.

Global Media
Exclusive research and commentary covering pay-tv, broadcast,
broadband, internet, content and media technology sectors in
80+ countries.

Global Real Estate
Comprehensive coverage of 1,000+ public and private real
estate companies.

Global Metals & Mining
Coverage of 36,000+ properties and 12,000+ mining and
exploration companies.
*Data coverage as of May 2016

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data,
research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate
alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry
dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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+1-866-296-3743
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